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Abstract 

The paper presents the seisaic response of reactor vessel of pool 

type LMKBR eith fluid-structure interaction. 

The reactor vessel has bottoa support arrangement, the saae core 

support syslea as Supcr-Phenix In France. Due to the bottoa support 

arrangement, the level of core support is lover than that of the side 

support arranaeaent. So. in this reactor vessel, the displaceaenl of 

the core top trends to increase because of the core's rocking. In this 

study, ve investiaated the vibration and seisaic response characteris

tics of the reactor vessel. 

Therefore, the seisaic experiaents ueie carried out usina one eiatith 

scale audel and the seisaic response includina FSI and sloshina vero 

investiaated. 

From this study, the effect of liquid on the vibration characteris

tics and the seisaic response characteristics of reactor vessel nere 

clarified. And sloshina characteristics vere also clarified. 

It aas confirmed that FF.H analysis vilh FSI can reproduce the seisaic 

.Sehavior of the reaclur vessel and is applicable to seisaic design of 

the puol type LKl-bk «ith bottua support arrangement 

Introduction 

The reactor vessel of pool type LMFBK as shorn in Fit.I has Intermediate 

Heat Exchangers (1IIX), Pumps and the larger aaount of sodium than that of 

loop type LMFBR. So that, especially vith retard to Pool type, the effect 

of the internal structures Including sodium on the vibration characteris

tics of the sain vessel is considered to be sitnifleant under the earth

quake. 

Therefore, In order to investigate the vibration characteristics of the 

•ain vessel, aoch consideration has to be given to the effect of fluid-

structure Interaction (FSI). "'~'5' 

And as for slashing phenomena, the collision of wave against the gall in 

the aain vessel and roof slab is caused by sloshing during the earthquake. 

Then, sloshing as veil as FSI are ia.rotant for the structual Integrity of 

the aain vessel, 

As mentioned above, the vibration characteristics and seisaic response 

of the aain vessel in addition to sloshing characteristics vera investi

gated using the scaled aodul vliich vus coaposed of IHXs, Puaps and so on. 

And analyses by finite eleaent aethod (FF.M) vhich took into account FSI 

vere per forged In order to siaulate the experisental results and to verify 

the applicability of analytical approach to seisaic design, 

txperiaent 

1 Experiment aparatus 

2.1.1 Siailm-ity lav 

Tvo types of evaluation iteas vere considered In this experiaenl, 

vhich vere cuaposed of the one case aiaing at the vibration charac

teristics of the structural systea vith the aain vessel and the 

core, thu other aiaing at the sloshing in the aain vessel. 



It »as impossible to simultaneously satisfy the both siailarity 

laws in seisaic tests. 

Therefore we employed the different similarly lavs in the struc

tural system, and in the sloshing, respectively. As for the 

similarly lav of the structural system, in consideration of the 

dimensions and the specification for the large earthquake siau-

lator. He set up the model as one eighth of the designed pool type 

UtfgK. which reduced the diameter and height of the aain vessel to 

1/8. and its thickness to 1/16. 

Ve employed the aluainua aaterial of which young's aodulas was 

0.3 tiaes less than that of stainless steel. 

These similarity taws let the eigen frequency of the aain vessel 

in this model lu be about 2.2 tiaes higher than that in the design 

pool typo IHFBK. 

Core Internal (C/I). Upper Core Structure (UCS), lnteraidittte 

Heat Exchanger (1HX) and Puap wore modeled according to the saae 

siailarity laws. 

As for the siailarity law of the sloshit.g. since the eigen fre

quency of the structua) systea is about 20 tiaes larger than that 

of the sloshing, the interaction between them is estimated to be 

saail. 

Therefore we regarded the structuaI systea as 1/nth scaled rigid 

model and determined the siailarity ratio for the sloshing as shown 

in Table ). 

2.1.2 Experiaentel Method 

In order to investigate vibration characteristics and seisaic 

respose of the aain vessel and the behavior for the sloshing, the 

experiments were carried out by shaking the test speciaen with the 

large scale 3-D earthquake simulator, as shovn in Fig. 2. 

The experimental tests were classified by the three item shovn in 

Table 2, froe which vibration characteristics, seismic response and 

sloshing were investigated. 

Vibration Characteristics of the Main Vessel 

3.1.1 Vibration Characteristics of the Main Vessel (Case I) 

(a) Horizontal vibration 

In this experiment, the effect of liquid depth on the 

eigen frequency of the sain vessel was investigated. In the 

experiment, the excitations for the main vessel with liquid 

were carriti out. The analysis on this experiment was per

formed using three methods. The first method is the KtM 

analysis using our ovn code which takes KSI into account. 

The second method is the F£H analysis regarding the liquid 

in the aain vessel as dead veight. The last method is the 

analysis using beaa model based on the velocity potential 

theory. Fig. 3 shoes the calculation model on Ffc'H analysis. 

Fig. 4 shovs the results of the effect of liquid depth on 

the eigen frequency of the aain vessel, (for M=l, K-l mode. 

N and K respectively denotes the aode number for the circum

ferential and axial direction) Fig. 4 shuvs that the results 

calculated by FS1 analysis agree with those of experiaents, 

which made the fact clear that the evaluation using FS1 

model had enough accuracy to estimate the eigen frequency 

for the sain vessel with liquid. Coepnred with the results 



from the analysis by means of three acthods, the following 

Mas shown. 

In the eigen frequency of the aain vessel with the liquid 

depth of ]750aa <H-1750aa). the eigen frequency obtained 

froa the analytical aodel retarding liquid as dead weight 

Mas found to be about 1.5 tiaes less than that in the 

experiment. 

The added aass of liquid was estiaated to be about a half 

of the whole aass due to the effect of FS1. Therefore when 

the total mass depends on the liquid aass in a large thin 

shell, it is clarified that the effect of FS1 is signifi

cant, of which trend was found to be aost significant in the 

range ofaore shallow liquid depth. 

However, when the ratio of liquid depth to radius (11/10 is 

•ore than 1.8. the effect of liquid depth on the eigen 

frequency for the aain vessel was found to be saall. 

In beaa aodel. the eigen frequency vas obtained froa the 

analysis that the added liquid aass based on the velocity 

potential theory verm added to each grids of a beaa aodel, 

the results froa beaa aodel was found to show good agreeaent 

vith those of the experiments. 

Vertical vibration 

Fig. & shoes the effect of liquid aass on the eigen fre

quency for the aain vessel (N=0. K=l) and coaparison of the 

experiaents with the analyses, ahich were coaposed of FEH 

calculations by the aodel taking FS1 into account and by the 

aodel regarding liquid aass as dead weight. In Fig. 5. the 

results of FSI analysis were found to have good agreeaent 

with those of the experiment. 

These eigen frequencies were shown to be slightly higher 

than those of the analysis treating the whole liquid aass as 

dead weight. However, the difference between these results 

in the vertical excitation was found to be less than that in 

the horizontal excitation, of which trend was shown to be in 

dependent of the liquid depth. 

Therefore, it Is clarified that the reduction of the added 

lisuid aass due to the effect of FSI is relatively saall in 

vertical excitations of a siaple shell. 

3.1.2 Vibration Characteristics of the Main Vessel with Reactor Core 

(Case II) 
The vibration characteristics of the aain vessel (H-l, K=l> which 

has the core, coaling systea and thermal shield structure will be 

presented in this section. Fig. 7 shows the coaparison of the aode 

shapes (N-l. K-l) In the expuriaont with those in the KSI analysis 

with the aodel, in which cooling systea and there*! shield struc

ture were siapllfied as shown in Fig. ti. Fig. 7 illustrated that 

the results froa the KSI analysis agreed vith those froa the 

experiments with and without liquid. Fig. 8 shows the effect of 

liquid depth on the eigen fequency for the gain vessel. 

In Fig. 8, it was found that the effect of the liquid depth in 

the excitation of the auin vessel with the core was less than that 

of the main vessel without the core, and that the difference 

between the experiaent and the analysis regarding the whole liquid 

as dead weight in this experiaent was less than that in the above 

eenlioned experiaent without the core (Case 1 ). Froa these 

results, the effect of the internal structure on the eigen frequen

cy of the aain vessel vas described in the following. 



Since the addition of the core, cooling syslea and theraal shield 

structure to the aain vessel let the total weight of the structural 

systea to increase and the internal structures excluded the liquid 

inthe uin vessel, the ratio of the veight of the structural systei 

to that of the liquid becaw lamer than that in the gain vessel 

vithout the core. So. the effect of liquid depth on the eigen 

frequency of the aain vessel became saaller. 

3.1.3 Vibration Characteristics of the Main Vessel vittv Reactor Core and 

UIS. (Case III) 

In the experiment the vibration characteristics of the tain 

vessel vcre investigated vhen UIXs, Puaps and UIS besides the core 

vere installed in the aain vessel. 

Since HIXs and puaps vere aounted circuaferentially, it vas 

iapossible for axisymmetrical analysis to treat these structures. 

So. as shovn in Fig. 8. FSI analysis vas perforaed using the aodel 

including only UIS except Puaps and IHXs. 

Fig. 10 illustrates the coaparison of the eigen frequency and 

aode shapes for the aain vessel in the horizontal excitations vith 

those of FSI analysis. 

Regarding to the horizontal excitation, coapared Fig. 7 (Case II) 

vith Fig.10 (Case IU). the uigen frequency of the aain vessel in 

Casell vas found to be alaost equal to that in Case III. And FSI 

analysismilh the •odd including only UIS except Puaps and llfXs 

vas shovn to have good agreement vith the experiment for the eigen 

frequency of the gain vessel. Therefore, the effect of Puaps and 

IHXs on the eigen frequency of the aain vessel vas considered to be 

small in the horizontal excitation. 

3.2 Characteristics of Seismic Response 

Fig. II shovs tha distribution of response acceleration and response 

pressure. The calculations vere perforaed by aodal analysis using 

floor-response and by modal tiae history response analysis. In Fig. 

11, the results froa the calculations vera found to agree vith those 

froa the experiments. Especially the result froa modal tiae history 

response analysis nas shovn to have better agreeaent. 

It 'a clarified that FSI analysis used here has enough accuracy to 

evaluate the effect of liquid in the aain vessel on the structural 

sysleaand the behavior of the structure under the earthquake. 

Vibration Characteristics of Sloshing 

4.1 Vibration Characteristics 

4.1.1 Horizontal Kxcilaion 

F i i . 12 shovs the frequency response curve of sloshing in the 

aain vessel, vhich resluts froa the test condition vith liquid 

depth of 17S0aa. Froa Fig )". it vas found that tha response vave 

height caused by sloshing becaae less vhun the nuaber of internal 

structure in the u i n vessel became aore than that of Case I 

situation. Table 3 shuvs that the eigen frequency is accurately 

evalua'ed by the calculation code. 

4.1.2 Vertical Excitation 

Generally speaking, sloshing caused by vertical excitation has 

nonliner phenomena, and frequency response curve trends to indicate 

hard-spring or soft-spring. 



Since there are narrow unstable regions corresponded to 1/3, 2/5, 

1/2. 2/3 and 1/1 of the eigen frequency in sloshing caused by ver

tical excitaion. 't is iapossible to calibrate thee by perforaina 

experieenls. In Fig. 13. so-called toss up aode is shorn lo occur 

inlhe aain vessel. The excitation frequency for toss up aode is 

Uice higher than the 1st eigen frequency, which is corresponded to 

the l/2nd sub haraonic. 

Coapared Case 11 (H/V »it>- C/l, with Case III (H/V vith C/|. UIS 

etc.). the l/2nd sub haraonic frequency in Case III is found to be 

higher than that in Case II. 

This trend is aainly caused by that the effect of UIS aounled in 

the center of the aain vessel is significant. (On the other hand, 

the excitation frequency in Case 1 is alaost equal to that in Case 

II.) 

4.2 Characteristics of Seisaic Response 

rig. 14 shoes the response aave height obtained froa the vertical 
excitation, vhich used as a input nave 10 sine vaves vith the l/2nd 
sub harauric frequency ; The l/2nd sub haraonic frequency had Wice 
higher than the vertical eigen frequency (1st aode). 
Kroa the tiae history for »ave height as shorn in Fig. 14. it was found 
IhaI nave height vas very saall though the input of 10 sine vaves were 
prov ided. 

The occurence of the toss up phenoaena requires the aore continuous 
excilatiun. 

Sloshing caused by vertical excitaion is considered not to cause very 
serious problea for aseisaalic design. 

Conclusion 

Froi this study, Ihe effect of liquid on the vibration characteristics 

and the seisaic response characteristics of reactor vessel vere clari

fied. 

And sloshing characteristics vera also clarified. 

It *as confiraed that FEH analysis vilh FS1 can reproduce the seisaic 

behavior of the reactor vessel and is applicable to seisaic design of the 

pool type LHFBR vith bottoa support arrangeaent. 
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1 Schematic View of Pool Type LMFBR with Bottom Support Arrangement. 
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Fig.2 1/8 scale aluminum reactor vessel model 
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Fig. 11 Seismic response of M / V w i th water 
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Table 1 Similarity law of sloshing 

Function Scale 

Wave Height a 
Frequency 2.8 

Acceleration 1 

Tiro* 0.35 

Table 3 Natural frequency of sloshing In M/V 
(HZl 

1st 2nd 3rd 

M/V only Horliontal Exp. 0.627 1,075 1.362 
Excitation 

FEM 0.631 1.108 1.1139 

Analytical 0.62 1.09 1.37 

Vertical Exp. 
Excitation 

FEM 0.928 1,288 — 

Analytical 0.92 1,25 1.50 

M/V with Horizontal Exp. O.S90 0.970 1.305 
UIS. IHX Excitation 
etc. FEM 0.S98 1.082 1.M62 

Analytical 0.57 1.06 1.39 

* Sloshing was not observed. 
" Approximate analysis 

Table 2 Test I tems 

CASE Purpose Configuration of Test Apparatus 

Vibrational 
Characteristics 
of M/V only 

Vibrational 
Characteristics 
of Sloshing 

Effect of 
Liquid Depth 

Main Vessel Only 

Foundation 

Sinusoidal Wave 
Seismic Wave 

Effect of C/l 

Effect of 

Thermal Shield 

Effect of 
Liquid Depth 

M/V+C/ l + 
Thermal Shield 

Sinusoidal Wave <=> 

Effect of UIS 

IHX, Pump 

Relative 

Displacement 

between UIS 

and C/l 

Final 
Configuration IHX UIS P" m P Roof 

* <£ y S I ab 

Sinusoidal Wave 
Seismic Wave V - » ' 


